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degree at most three completely.
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Chapter 0
Introduction
Suppose F is a homogeneous form in n + 1 variables of degree d. A natural
question is to ask for a decomposition of F into a sum of powers, i.e. for
linear l1, . . . lm ∈ R1 such that
F =
m∑
i=1
ldi
One might also be interested in the minimal m for which this is possible.
Thism is called the rank of F . Historically, there has been a lot of interest
in determining the rank of a general forms for ﬁxed n, d. The perhaps most
well-known result in this area was conjectured by Sylvester in 1851, and
proven by Clebsch [7] in 1861.
Theorem 0.0.1. (Sylvester) A general quaternary cubic can be written uniquely1
as a sum of ﬁve third powers of linear forms. The union of these ﬁve planes
is called the Sylvester pentahedron of the cubic.
The following and other related results are given in Richmond [8].
Theorem 0.0.2. A general ternary quintic can be written uniquely as a sum
of seven ﬁfth powers of linear forms.
These results consist of two parts: they determine the rank of a gen-
eral form of degree d and in n + 1 variables, and also establishes that the
decomposition into sums of powers is unique.
1Of course, uniquely here means up to a third root of unity.
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Interestingly, the number of possible decompositions can be greater than
one without being inﬁnite. Ranestad and Schreyer [2] show that for n = 2,
d = 7, 8, the number of decompositions of F into sums of (resp.) 12, 15 linear
powers is 5, 16.
It is not known for which (n, d) the decomposition is unique. However,
the general rank is known, and is a consequence of a theorem of Alexander
and Hirschowitz [1]:
Theorem 0.0.3. A general form F in n+ 1 variables of degree d is of rank⌈
1
n+ 1
(
n+ d
d
)⌉
with the following exceptions:
 d = 2, where the rank is n+ 1, and not dn
2
e+ 1
 d = 3, n = 4, where the rank is 8, and not 7
 d = 4, n = 2, 3, 4, where the rank is resp. 6, 10, 15, and not 5, 9, 14
Though this determines completely the study of the rank of a general
form, the rank of a speciﬁc forms remains of interest. This is of interest in
part because of applications to tensor decomposition. There has also been
research into notions of rank diﬀerent from the classical one, and these will
be the subject of this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1 Notation
For graded rings or ideals A, Ad denotes the component of degree d. If V is
any complex vector space, P(V ) will denote the elements of V considered up
to scalar factors, in other words under the equivalence relation v ≡ c · v.
IfA = C[z0, ..., zn], A is the coordinate ring of a copy of complex projective
n-space. Because we will be working with a pair of dual spaces, we will
sometimes refer to this space as PnA, to distinguish it from its dual.
1.2 Preliminaries
Let R := C[x0, . . . , xn] be a polynomial ring in n + 1 variables, and F ∈ R
some (nonzero) homogeneous form of degree d. As stated in the introduction,
we will be concerned with ﬁnding an expression of the form F =
∑
ldi , where
the li ∈ R1 are linear forms.
For a geometric interpretation of the problem, consider the bijection
φ : Rd → vd(PnR) between homogeneous forms of degree d in R to points
on the Veronese (d-uple) embedding vd(Pn). Via φ, the algebraic statement
F =
∑
i l
d
i is equivalent to the point φ(F ) lying in the linear subspace of
P(
n+d
n )−1 spanned by the points φ(ldi ).
Let S := C[y0, . . . , yn] be a new polynomial ring acting linearly on R by
diﬀerentiation, so that
yj(x
k
i ) = δijkx
k−1
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Via this action, R and S become dual, as do Rd, Sd and PnR,PnS, where PnS
means the Pn with S as coordinate ring.
Next, let f ∈ R be a not necessarily homogeneous polynomial, and deﬁne
f⊥ := {g ∈ S | g(f) = 0} ⊂ S
This is clearly an ideal of S called the annihilator or apolar ideal of f .
We will frequently interpret S/f⊥ as the space of partial derivatives of f .
Often, we will be most interested in its properties as a C-vector space and
disregard its multiplicative structure, and we will then refer to it as Df .
A natural question to ask is whether or not f is determined by f⊥. Un-
fortunately, the answer is no:
Lemma 1.2.1. If g = (1 + d)f where d ∈ S has no constant term, f⊥ = g⊥.
Proof. As g by deﬁnition is a partial of f , f⊥ ⊆ g⊥. To prove the reverse
inclusion, we show that f is a partial of g. This follows from the identity
(1− d+ d2− d3 + . . .+ dN)(1 + d) = 1 + dN+1, as choosing N > deg f means
that dN+1f = 0, so that
(1− d+ d2 − . . .+ dN)g = (1 + dN+1)f = f
. Hence f is a partial of g, and we are done.
However, when f is homogeneous, the answer is (almost) yes. Given f⊥,
one can determine f up to a constant as follows:
Given monomials m =
∏
xaii where
∑
ai = deg f , consider the corre-
sponding operators gm =
∏
yaii . Then gm(f) ∈ C because f is homogeneous,
and looking at which diﬀerences agm1 − bgm2 are contained in f⊥ determines
f completely up to a constant.
Ideals of the form f⊥ are characterized by the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2.2. (Macaulay) The map
φ : f → f⊥
maps forms in R to ideals I ⊂ S for which S/I is Artinian and Gorenstein.
On the set of homogeneous forms, φ is a bijection to the set of I ⊂ S
such that S/I is graded, Artinian and Gorenstein.
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Note also that S/F⊥ can be interpreted as the space of partial derivatives
of F . For homogeneous ideals I ⊂ S we will also be interested in H(S/I)i,
the Hilbert function of I, deﬁned as the dimension of S/Ii as a complex
vector space. We will sometimes also refer to the Hilbert function of F as
the Hilbert function of F⊥.
When F is homogeneous, the Hilbert function of F⊥ counts the number of
partial derivatives of F of order d− i. However, when f is not homogeneous,
it is not obvious what the proper notion of partial of order i is, as there may
be some partial g = df = d′f where deg d 6= deg d′. This happens because a
partial of order i need not be of degree d− i .
Deﬁnition 1.2.3. Let Df be the vector space of partials of f , and ﬁlter
it by degree Dfd ⊇ Dfd−1 ⊇ . . . ⊇ Df0, where Dfi = Df ∩ R≤i. Let
Hf (d) = dimDf0, and Hf (i) = dimDfd−i − dimDfd−i−1 for 0 ≤ i < deg f .
We call Hf the Hilbert function of f .
Note that here, we chose to ﬁlter Df by degree, considering as a subspace
of R. However, we could also have considered it as a subspace of S, as it is
a quoting S/f⊥, and instead ﬁltered it by order.
Lemma 1.2.4. When F is homogeneous, the Hilbert function is symmetric:
H(S/F⊥)i = H(S/F⊥)d−i
Proof. We prove that S/F⊥i ∼= (S/F⊥d−i)∗. Let φ : S/F⊥i → (S/F⊥d−1)∗ be
deﬁned by φ(g) : h→ ghF . As deg g + deg h = d = degF , ghF ∈ C, so this
is indeed a linear functional.
For injectivity, suppose φ(g) = 0. This is equivalent to ghF = 0 for all
h ∈ Sd−i. Then the degree d − i polynomial gF is killed by all diﬀerential
operators h ∈ Sd−i, so it has to be zero. Then gF = 0, so g ∈ F⊥, so
g = 0 ∈ S/F⊥ as desired, proving that φ is injective.
This proves that dimS/F⊥i ≤ dimS/F⊥d−i. As i was arbitrary, replacing
it by d− i proves the desired equality, so we are done.
In addition to counting the number of partial derivatives of F , the apolar
ideal also characterizes power sum decompositions.
Theorem 1.2.5. Let Γ ⊂ PnS be the subscheme consisting of the m reduced
points corresponding to l1, . . . , lm ∈ R1 and IΓ ⊂ S its ideal. Then
F ∈ 〈ld1, . . . , ldm〉⇔ IΓ ⊂ F⊥
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To prove this, we ﬁrst note the following:
Lemma 1.2.6. If g ∈ Sd and l ∈ R1, g(ld) = 0 ⇐⇒ g([l]) = 0.
Proof. Let g(y0, . . . , yn) ∈ Sd be some diﬀerential operator of degree d, and
l = a0x0 + . . . + anxn ∈ Rn. If g = yd10 . . . ydnn is a monomial, by repeated
application of the chain rule we have that
yd00 (a0x0 + . . . anxn)
d =
d!
(d− d0)!a
d
0(a0x0 + . . . anxn)
d−d0
Proceeding, we see that g(ld) = d!g(a0, . . . , an) for monomials. As this rela-
tion is linear in g, it is true for general g of degree d, hence g(ld) = 0 if and
only if g([l]) = 0, where [l] = (a0, . . . , an) is the point corresponding to l.
Next, we prove the theorem.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the equivalence
F ∈ 〈ld1, . . . , ldm〉⇔ IΓ,d ⊂ F⊥
Clearly, if F ∈ 〈ld1, . . . , ldm〉 and g(ldi ) = 0 then g(F ) = 0, so this proves the
implication
F ∈ 〈ld1, . . . , ldm〉⇒ IΓ,d ⊂ F⊥
For the other implication, let L =
〈
ld1, . . . , l
d
m
〉
, and consider L ⊆ L+ 〈F 〉 ⊆
Rd as vector spaces. Let T be any linear functional on L + 〈F 〉 vanishing
on L. As the diﬀerential operators ∈ Sd generate all linear functionals on
Rd, T ∈ Sd. By assumption T (ldi ) = 0, which by our lemma is equivalent to
T ([l]) = 0, so T ∈ IΓ,d ⊂ F⊥. But then T (F ) = 0, so T vanishes on all of
L + 〈F 〉. As T was arbitrary, this proves that L = L + 〈F 〉, which means
that F ∈ L.
This proves that F ∈ 〈ld1, . . . , ldm〉⇔ IΓ,d ⊂ F⊥. Finally, we prove
IΓ,d ⊂ F⊥ ⇒ IΓ ⊂ F⊥
. Take any g ∈ IΓ,e. If e > d, (F⊥)e = Re, so there is nothing to prove, so
suppose e < d. Then, for any h ∈ Sd−e, hg ∈ IΓ,d ⊂ F⊥, so the polynomial
g(F ) is annihilated by any diﬀerential operator h ∈ Sd−e, so it must be zero.
This means that g ∈ F⊥, so we are done.
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The duality (classically known as apolarity) obtained from this lemma
allows us to translate questions about power sum decompositions of F into
problems about ideals corresponding to sets of points in a dual space.
Deﬁnition 1.2.7. A form G ∈ S is apolar to F if G(F ). Similarly, a
subscheme Γ ⊂ PnS is apolar to F if IΓ ⊂ F⊥.
In these terms, then, our lemma says the following:
Corollary 1.2.8. The rank of F is the least possible length of a smooth
zero-dimensional subscheme of PnS apolar to F .
From this, it is natural to consider less restrictive notions of rank, and
the following two notions will be the main focus of this thesis:
Deﬁnition 1.2.9. Let F ∈ R be homogeneous, and P ∈ PnS a point. The
cactus rank of F is the least possible length of a zero-dimensional subscheme
Γ of PnS apolar to F .
The local cactus rank of F at P is the least possible length of an apolar
subscheme supported only at P , and the local cactus rank of F is the least
possible length of an apolar subscheme supported only at a single point.
If Γ is a subscheme of the appropriate kind with minimal length, we say
that Γ computes the appropriate rank of F .
In the same way we generalized from rank to cactus rank by changing
the type of subscheme under consideration, one may deﬁne other notions of
rank. Some of these are summarized below, where a notion of rank of F is
deﬁned as the minimal length of a zero-dimensional subscheme apolar to F
with some property C:
C
cactus rank
local cactus rank at P supported only at P
local cactus rank supported in one point
border rank smoothable
rank smooth
Next, for any point P ∈ S we will deﬁne a subscheme ZF,P apolar to
F . At any point P ∈ S, corresponding uniquely to some l ∈ P(R1), there
is a naturally deﬁned subscheme ZF,P apolar to F . Suppose without loss of
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generality that P = [x0]. Letting f := F (x0 = 1) be the dehomogenization
of F , I = f⊥ is no longer necessarily homogeneous.
We let ZF,P be the subscheme of PnS deﬁned by the homogenization of I
(by x0). It is supported only at P and apolar to F , and its length is equal
to the dimension of Df , the space of partials of f .
Deﬁnition 1.2.10. The natural subscheme associated to F at P is ZF,P , as
deﬁned above, and the natural rank of F at P is the length of ZF,P .
The following example shows that the local cactus rank at P need not
equal the natural rank at P .
Example 1.2.11. Let F = x21x2 + 2x0x
2
2, G =
1
12
x41 + x0x
2
1x2 + 2x
2
0x
2
2, and
P = [x0]. Consider the natural rank of F at P . As f = x
2
1x2 +2x
2
2, one easily
computes that Df = 〈1, f, x1, x2, x21, x1x2〉, so the natural rank of F is 6.
However, consider the natural subscheme associated to G at P . Deho-
mogenizing, g = 1
12
x41 + x2x
2
1 + 2x
2
2, so g
⊥ = (y2− y21, y32, y1y22), so the ideal of
the natural subscheme associated to G at P is I = (y0y2 − y21, y32, y1y22).
One can easily verify that I is of length 5, that I ⊂ F⊥, and that the Z(I)
only consists of the point P = [x0] = (1 : 0 : 0). As the natural subscheme
associated to F at P was of length 6 > 5, the natural rank at P is 6, but the
local cactus rank at P is (at most) 5. This falsiﬁes the conjecture.
Note that here, letting D = y21, H =
1
12
x41, we have that F = x2DH +
x0x
2
2D
2H, and G = H + x0x2DH + x
2
0x
2
2D
2H. In particular, F = y0G is a
partial of G. However, f is not a partial of g. This is, in some sense, the
only possible counterexamples to the conjecture, as the following result from
a preliminary unpublished paper [3] by Bernardi, Jelisiejew, Marques and
Ranestad shows.
Theorem 1.2.12. If Γ is a subscheme computing the local cactus rank of F ,
Γ is the natural subscheme associated to some form G at some point P = [l].
Further, letting without loss of generality l = x0, we may choose G such that
F = yk0G
Finally, we will make use of the following technical lemma, proven in [4,
Thm 1.69]:
Lemma 1.2.13. If I ⊂ S is the ideal of a length s zero-dimensional sub-
scheme, H(S/I)i is nondecreasing, and equals s for i ≥ τI , where τI < s.
Also, for i > τI , there are no new generators (i.e., IτI+k = SkIτi).
In particular, H(S/I)i = s for i ≥ s− 1.
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Chapter 2
The rank and cactus rank of
binary forms
Theorem 2.1.1. For F ∈ C[x0, x1]d, F⊥ = (G1, G2) with
degG1 + degG2 = d+ 2
Let degG1 ≤ degG2. If G1 is squarefree, the rank of F is degG1. Otherwise
the rank of F is degG2. The cactus rank of F is degG1.
Proof. Let H(i) = dim(S/F⊥)d be the Hilbert function of F . Then we know
that H is symmetric, and that H(0) = H(d) = 1. Let e be minimal such that
H(e) 6= e + 1. Clearly e ≤ d
2
by a simple dimension count. Also, H(e) = e
or H(e) = e − 1, because S/F⊥d contains x0S/F⊥d−1, and considering x0 as
a linear map, its kernel is one-dimensional. The two cases correspond to
whether or not F⊥e has one or two generators.
We ﬁrst treat the former case, and denote this generatorG1. By symmetry
of the Hilbert function, H(d − e + 1) = H(e − 1) = e. This means that
Fi = Si−e 〈G1〉 for i ∈ [e, d−e+1], so F⊥ has no generators of degrees between
e and d − e + 1. However, by symmetry we also know that H(d − e + 2) =
H(e− 2) = e− 1, so F⊥ must have a generator G2 of degree d− e+ 2.
Next, we prove that G1, G2 are coprime. Suppose D is a factor of both
G1, G2 of degree f . Then, dehomogenizing in an arbitrary linear form, ap-
plying the univariate version of Bezout's identity and rehomogenizing, we
see that for any H ∈ Sd+1−2f , HD ∈ (G1, G2). Considering the polynomial
D(F ) ∈ Rd−f , then, we see that it is annihilated by all H ∈ Sd+1−2f , so
unless D ∈ F⊥ we must have d+ 1−2f > d−f ⇒ f < 1, so the degree of D
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is zero, so D is constant. If D ∈ F⊥, then by minimality of e we must have
D = G1 and a contradiction, so this proves that G1, G2 are coprime.
By symmetry we know the value of the Hilbert function for all i, and
as G1, G2 are coprime, calculating the dimension of (G1, G2)i we see that
dim(G1, G2)i = dimRi − H(i) = dimF⊥i for all i, so F⊥ = (G1, G2) as
desired. Our earlier case H(e) = e−1 corresponds to e = d−e+2⇔ e = d+1
2
,
and completely analogous reasoning applies.
It remains only to relate F⊥ to the rank and cactus rank of F . This
follows from noting that the ideal of a zero dimensional subcheme Γ ⊂ P1S
is generated by a single form G, where the length of Γ is the degree of
G. Further, the multiplicity of any point in Γ is the multiplicity of the
corresponding linear factor of G, so Γ is smooth if and only if G is squarefree.
Example 2.1.2. Let F = xe0x
d−e
1 where e <
d
2
. Then F⊥ = (ye+10 , y
d−e+1
1 ),
so F is of rank d− e+ 1, and of cactus rank e+ 1. Note also that the cactus
rank of F is computed by a unique fat point at the origin, while the rank
of F is computed by the ideal generated by any squarefree g ∈ F⊥d−e+1, so
almost every element of a d− 2e+ 2-dimensional vector space.
This reasoning generalizes, and we have the following:
Corollary 2.1.3. For a binary form whose apolar ideal has generators of
degrees e ≤ f , the cactus rank is uniquely computed if and only if e < f . If
the rank is not equal to the cactus rank, it is not uniquely computed.
Further, note that for a general binary form, the apolar ideal will be
generated by elements of degree bd+2
2
c, dd+2
2
e. Because a general polynomial
is squarefree, we get the following immediate corollary:
Corollary 2.1.4. A general homogeneous binary form of degree d can be
written as a sum of bd+2
2
c d-th powers. The powers used in the representation
are unique if and only if d is odd.
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Chapter 3
The rank and cactus rank of
ternary forms
A ternary form F ∈ C[x0, x1, x2]d is a curve in P2 of degree d. We will
determine the rank and cactus rank of all F for d ≤ 3. For d = 1, F is
trivially of both rank and cactus rank one, and the computing subscheme is
unique. The ﬁrst interesting case, then, is that of quadratic F .
3.1 d = 2: quadratic forms
There are (as always up to a change of coordinates) three possibilities:
F = x21 is a double line
In this case, F is of rank and cactus rank one, and the computing
subscheme is unique.
F = x1x2 is a pair of lines
Now F is of rank and cactus rank both equal to two. The computing
subscheme is not unique.
F = x21 + x
2
0 + x
2
2 is a conic
Here F⊥ = (x1x2, x0x2, x0x1, x21 − x22, x20 − x22). Then, letting Γ be the
three points (1 : 0 : 0), (0 : 1 : 0), (0 : 0 : 1), IΓ = (y1y2, y0y2, y0y1), so Γ
is apolar to F , so the rank (and cactus rank) of F is at most three.
Suppose the cactus rank of F is two. Then there is a zero-dimensional
subscheme with ideal I of length 2 apolar to F . By 1.2.13,H(S/I)1 = 2,
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meaning that I contains some linear form. Hence we have a contradic-
tion, so the cactus rank (and hence the rank) of F is 3.
3.2 d = 3: cubic forms
We know that the Hilbert function is symmetric. Hence there are three
possibilities for H(S/F⊥):
1. (1,1,1,1)
2. (1,2,2,1)
3. (1,3,3,1)
Because dimS1 = 3, the ﬁrst (resp. second) case is only possible when
dimF⊥1 = 2 (resp. 1). This means that F can be rewritten as a polynomial
of one (resp. 2) variables, and hence we are in a degenerate case. In all other
cases, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2.1. For a non-degenerate ternary cubic F , either F⊥ has three
quadratic generators, or it has ﬁve generators, three quadratic and two cubic.
Proof. Because F is non-degenerate, we know that the Hilbert function of
S/F⊥ is (1,3,3,1). Hence dimF⊥2 = 3, dimF
⊥
1 = 0, so F
⊥ has three quadratic
generators. If they have no linear syzygies, dimS1F
⊥
2 = 9, so F
⊥
2 generates
all of F⊥, and we have shown that F⊥ has three quadratic generators. If they
have two linear syzygies, dimS1F
⊥
2 = 7, so there are two cubic generators as
well.
It remains only to show that there cannot be exactly one linear syzygy.
Suppose there is. Let the quadratic generators be q1, q2, q3, and the linear
syzygy be (l1, l2, l3). Then either the li are independent, or they are not.
l1, l2, l3 are linearly independent In this case we can write
q1 = a2l2 + a3l3 + Al
2
1 + al2l3
q2 = b1l1 + b3l3 +Bl
2
2 + bl1l3
q3 = c1l1 + c2l2 + Cl
2
3 + cl1l2
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where a, b, c, A,B,C ∈ C, b3, c2 ∈ 〈l2, l3〉, a3, c1 ∈ 〈l1, l3〉, a2, b1 ∈ 〈l1, l2〉
Expanding
∑
i liqi = 0 we get that
Al31 +Bl
3
2 + Cl
3
3 + (a+ b+ c)l1l2l3 +
(b3 + c2)l2l3 + (a3 + c1)l1l3 + (a2 + b1)l1l2 = 0
From this we see that A = B = C = 0. Further, because b3, c2 ∈ 〈l2, l3〉, and
because l1l2l3, l
2
2l3, l2l
2
3, l
2
1l3, l1l
2
3, l
2
1l2, l1l
2
2 are linearly independent, we see
also that b3 +c2 = 0. Similarly a3 +c1 = a2 +b1 = 0, and ﬁnally a+b+c = 0.
Deﬁne
α = b3 = −c2, β = c1 = −a3, γ = a2 = −b1
Substituting this into our expressions for qi, we see that
q1 = γl2 − βl3 + al2l3
q2 = αl3 − γl1 + bl1l3
q3 = βl1 − αl2 + cl1l2
Because a + b + c = 0 we can choose (new) A,B,C with a = C − B, b =
A− C, c = B − A. Deﬁning
α′ = α + Al1, β′ = β +Bl2, γ′ = γ + Cl2
and substituting this into our expressions for qi we get
q1 = γ
′l2 − β′l3, q2 = α′l3 − γ′l1, q3 = β′l1 − α′l2
Hence (α′, β′, γ′) is a new linear syzygy. Because we assumed there were
exactly one, it must be a scalar multiple of (l1, l2, l3), but then q1 = q2 =
q3 = 0, and we have a contradiction.
l1, l2, l3 are linearly dependent Suppose without loss of generality that
l3 ∈ 〈l1, l2〉. After a change of basis, we may assume l3 = 0, so l1q1 = −l2q2.
This means that for some l ∈ S1, q1 = l2l, q2 = −l2l.
We prove that l ∈ F⊥. Choose1 a dual basis l⊥j ∈ R1 such that li(l⊥j ) = δij.
As l1(lF ) = l2(lF ) = 0, we must have lF ∈ 〈(l⊥3 )2〉.
If lF 6= 0, assume lF = (l⊥3 )2. Then q3((l⊥3 )2) = q3(lF ) = lq3(F ) = 0.
Let V = S1〈l1, l2〉. Then V = {q ∈ S2 | q((l⊥3 )2) = 0}, so q3 ∈ V . But
1Here l1, l2 are unchanged, but l3, earlier denoting a linear form assumed to be spanned
by l1, l2, is new.
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then lq3 ∈ lV = S1〈q1, q2〉, so there is some linear syzygy (m1,m2, l) between
q1, q2, q3.
Because we assumed there was only one, it must be a multiple of (l1, l2, 0),
so l = 0. But then q1 = q2 = 0, and a contradiction. Hence l(F ) = 0, so
l ∈ F⊥, proving that F is degenerate, and we are done.
From this, we get the following:
Corollary 3.2.2. If a non-degenerate ternary cubic F has cactus rank (resp.
rank) 3, the computing subscheme is unique, and its ideal is F⊥2 . Con-
versely, if F⊥2 is the ideal of a zero-dimensional subscheme (resp. smooth
zero-dimensional subscheme), F has rank 3.
Proof. Suppose I is the ideal of some computing subscheme of length 3.
Then, by lemma 1.2.13, H(S/I)2 = 3. As H(S/I)2 = dimS2 − dim I2, this
means that dim I2 = 3. But as I ⊂ F⊥ and dimF⊥2 = 3, we get that I2 = F⊥2
as desired.
Proceeding, we treat all plane cubics. Firstly, there are three degenerate
cases in which F is actually a binary form, hence consists of three concurrent
lines, some possibly doubled.
Theorem 3.2.3. If F is a triple line, it is of rank and cactus rank one. If
it is a line and a double line, it is of rank 3 and cactus rank 2. If it consists
of three concurrent lines, it is of rank and cactus rank 2.
Proof. We treat the three cases separately. As we are dealing with at most
three diﬀerent lines, by a change of coordinates we may move them wherever
we like. In particular we may consider F as an element of C[x1, x2] and apply
what we know about the binary case.
F = x31 is a triple line
Now F⊥ = (y0, y41). Hence F is of rank and cactus rank one, and the
computing subscheme is unique.
F = x21x0 is a line and a double line
Now F⊥ = (y20, y
3
1). Hence the cactus rank is two, and the rank is three.
The cactus rank is uniquely computed.
F = x31 − x32 is three concurrent lines
Computing, we see that F⊥ = (y1y2, y31 − y32). Hence F is of rank and
cactus rank two, and neither is uniquely computed.
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Next we have the nondegenerate cases in which the Hilbert function of F
is (1, 3, 3, 1).
Theorem 3.2.4. If F is irreducible, it is either isomorphic to x30 + x
3
1 + x
3
2,
and hence of rank and cactus rank 3, or of rank 4 and cactus rank 3 or 4.
If F is three non-concurrent lines, it is of rank and cactus rank 4. If F
is a line l and a conic q, it is either of rank 5 and cactus rank 3, or of rank
and cactus rank 4, depending on whether l is tangent to q.
Proof. F is irreducible
Writing F in Weierstrass form, we may assume F = x31 +x0x
2
2 +ax
2
1x0 +
bx1x
2
0 + cx
3
0 = (x
3
1 + ax
2
1x0 + bx1x
2
0) + (x0x
2
2 + cx
3
0). Let the ﬁrst bracket
be denoted f1, and the other f2.
Clearly we can ﬁnd A,B for which (x1 +Ax0)
3, (x1 +Bx0)
3 span f1 +
Cx30 for some C, so moving the Cx
3
0 term to the other bracket we
may assume that f1 is of rank ≤ 2. Considering sums of the form
(Dx2 +Ex0)
3 − (Dx2 −Ex0)3 we see that the same is true of f2, so F
has rank at most 4.
Suppose F has rank 3. Then by deﬁnition F = l30 + l
3
1 + l
3
2, and because
the li must be linearly independent, F is isomorphic to x
3
0 + x
3
1 + x
3
2,
and is of cactus rank 3.
To detect when F is of rank 3, apply 3.2.2 to see that this happens only
when F⊥2 generates the ideal of three reduced points. If F
⊥
2 generates
a zero-dimensional ideal which is not reduced, F is still of cactus rank
3, but now the rank is 4. Similarly, if F⊥2 generates all of F
⊥, F is of
rank and cactus rank 4.
F = x0x1x2 is three lines
Now F⊥ = (y20, y
2
1, y
2
2). Suppose F has rank 3. By 3.2.2, the computing
subscheme must be deﬁned by F⊥2 . However, F
⊥
2 cuts out the empty
set, so we have a contradiction. Hence the cactus rank is at least 4.
Further, note that I = (y20 − y21, y21 − y22) deﬁnes a length 4 subscheme
apolar to F . It is also smooth, so combined with our lower bound we
have proven that F is of rank and cactus rank 4.
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F = lq is a line and a conic
If l, q are not tangent, we may assume q = x0x2 − x21, l = x1. Then
F⊥ = (y20, y
2
2, y
2
1 + 6y0y2). By the same reasoning as in the previous
case, F cannot be of cactus rank 3, and the smooth length 4 subscheme
deﬁned by I = (y20− y22, y21 + 6y0y2) proves that F is of rank and cactus
rank 4.
If q and l are tangent, we may assume q = x0x2 − x21, l = x2. Then
F⊥ = (y20, y0y1, y
2
1 + y0y2, y
3
2, y
2
2y1), so by 3.2.2 F is of cactus rank 3,
and of rank more than 3.
Suppose F had rank 4, and let I be the ideal of some computing scheme.
Then it is generated by two quadratics, meaning that the generators
of I are included in F⊥2 . Then I ⊂ F⊥2 , so the scheme deﬁned by I
contains the one deﬁned by F⊥2 .
As both schemes are zero-dimensional and Z(F⊥2 ) contains a double
point, Z(I) must contain a double point, hence it is not smooth, so F
cannot have rank 4, so it has rank 5.
From our proof, we also see the following:
Corollary 3.2.5. Up to isomorphism, the only non-degenerate cubics not of
rank 4 are
x30 + x
3
1 + x
3
2
x0x
2
2 + x2x
2
1
which are respectively of rank 3 and 5.
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Chapter 4
The natural rank
4.1 General remarks
From here on, we will be concerned mainly with the natural rank. F will as
always be a homogeneous of degree d, and P some point in projective space
over S, corresponding to some hyperplane l ∈ R1. We ﬁrst make a simple
observation.
Lemma 4.1.1. If F = lkG, the natural ranks of F and G at l are equal.
Proof. As the natural rank is just the dimension of the space of partials
after dehomogenizing, this follows from observing that when we substitute
in l = 1, F and G become equal.
As we will later classify cases by the structure of l ∩ F , this observation
shows that we need never consider the case in which F has l as a component.
Similarly, we can simplify with 1.2.1, which shows that if we want to compute
the dimension of the space of partials of f = x31 +f2 +f1 +f0, we may suppose
that f2 has no x
2
1-term by replacing f by an appropriate partial (1− ay1)f .
Recall also the Hilbert function Hf of f , deﬁned in 1.2.3, which counts
the number of partials of f of diﬀerent degrees. We will write Hf from left
to right as (Hf (0), Hf (1), . . . , Hf (d)).
Fixing a degree d and a dimension n. Then, for a homogeneous form
F ∈ Rd and a l ∈ R1, we deﬁned in 1.2.10 a natural subscheme ZF,l apolar
to F , which has supported only at the point [l], and deﬁned the natural rank
of F at l as its length.
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Without loss of generality, let l = x0. In the rest of this thesis, we will
mainly study when Z is of length r. Said diﬀerently, we want to ﬁnd necessary
and suﬃcient conditions on F such that the natural rank of F at [x0] is r.
We will often obtain these conditions through algebra, and we will then give
them a geometric interpretation.
Letting as before f = F (x0 = 1) be the dehomogenization of F the
natural rank of F at [x0] is just the dimension of the space of partials of
f . Forming the matrix of coeﬃcients of all partials of f , the condition that
these span a space of dimension less than r is simply that all r × r minors
are zero.
Hence the conditions on ai are obtained by computing the ideal of all
r × r minors of the matrix of partials of f . Macaulay2-code performing this
task is included in the appendix.
In passsing, note that if we ﬁx some form F , we can consider the natural
rank of F at [l] as a function of l. This function is almost everywhere constant,
and we call this generic value the generic natural rank of F .
4.2 Binary forms
Theorem 4.2.1. Let F be a binary form of degree d. Then the natural rank
of F at [x0] is the largest k such that x
k
0 divides F .
Proof. Write F = adx
d
1 +ad−1x0x
d−1
1 +. . .+a0x
d
0. Then f = adx
d
1 +ad−1x
d−1 +
. . . + a0. Hence the dimension of Df is simply the largest k such that ak is
nonzero, which is a restatement of what we wanted.
To attach geometric signiﬁcance to this, recall that a binary form is simply
a collection of (possibly fat) points in P1, and a hyperplane a point.
Theorem 4.2.2. A binary form F of degree d is of natural rank d − e in
points of P1S corresponding to points of P1R in which F vanishes to order e.
For a general form, then, we get the following:
Corollary 4.2.3. A generic binary form of degree d is never of natural rank
less than d− 1. Every binary form is of natural rank less than d somewhere.
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Chapter 5
The natural rank of ternary forms
In this chapter, we determine when F is of natural rank r in a line l for
ternary forms of degrees ≤ 4. Recall from the binary case that a binary form
was of low natural rank at points in which it vanished to a high degree, i.e.
points in which it had a singularity of high order. We will see that ternary
forms behave somewhat similarly.
5.1 d = 1: linear forms
A linear form F is of natural rank 1 at the point [F ], and in other points the
natural rank is 2.
5.2 d = 2: quadratic forms
Theorem 5.2.1. If F is a double line l2, it is of natural rank 1 in the point
[l], and in all other points the natural rank is 3. If F is a pair of lines l1l2,
the natural rank is 2 in [l1], [l2], and otherwise 3.
Finally, if F is a conic, the natural rank of F at [l] is 3 if l is tangent to
F , and otherwise the natural rank is 4.
Proof. We treat the cases separately.
F = x21 is a double line
In this case, the natural rank at the point P = [l] is 1 for [l] = [x1]. If
l is some other line, by choice of coordinates we may take it to be x0,
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and we see that F (x0 = 1) = F , so that Df = DF , and is of dimension
3 as desired.
F = x1x2 is a pair of lines
Now the natural rank is 2 for l = x1, x2, and otherwise 3. Again, if l
is another line we may take it to be x0, and we see that Df = DF is
then of dimension 4.
F is a conic
Let l = x0, and write F = F2 + x0F1 + x
2
0F0, where F2 = a1x
2
1 + a2x
2
2 +
a3x1x2, F1 = a4x2 + a5x1 and F0 = a0. F1 cannot contribute to the
space of partials of F except by constants, so to determine the natural
rank it suﬃces to consider F2.
We have two cases: either F2 is a square, or it is not. If it is a square,
(i.e. if a23 = 4a1a2) it has only one linear derivative, so the space of
partials has dimension 3. Otherwise, it has dimension 4.
Hence the natural rank of F at l is 3 if and only if a23 = 4a1a2, and oth-
erwise 4. The Hilbert function is respectively either (1, 1, 1) or (1, 2, 1).
Further, intersection points of F ∩ l correspond to solutions of F2 = 0,
so F2 is a square if and only if there is only one intersection point, i.e.
if F and l are tangent.
5.3 d = 3: cubic forms
Theorem 5.3.1. If F is a ternary cubic form and l a line meeting F in
a triple point P , the natural rank of F at l is 4 if F is singular at P , and
otherwise it is 5. If F does not meet l in a triple point, the natural rank is 6.
Proof. Let F = F3 + x0F2 + x
2
0F1 + x
3
0F0, and P = [x0].
F ∩ x0 is a triple point
We may without loss of generality assume that the intersection point
is (0 : 0 : 1). Then F3 = x
3
1. Thus the space of partials Df includes
V = 〈f, y1f, y21f, 1〉, hence is of dimension at least 4.
As f can have no other partial of degree 2 than y1f , Df can at most be
of dimension 5, and this happens if and only if y2f is not included in
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V . As y2 annihilates F3 and x1 ∈ V , this happens if and only if F2 has
a x22 term. In this case the Hilbert function is (1, 1, 2, 1), and otherwise
it is (1, 1, 1, 1).
Hence F is of natural rank either 4 or 5, depending on whether F2 has a
x22-term or not. Observe that the geometric interpretation of F2 having
a x22-term is that F is that F is non-singular at (0 : 0 : 1).
F ∩ x0 is a double point and a single point
Again, without loss of generality we may assume that the double point
is (0 : 0 : 1), and that the single point is (0 : 1 : 0). Then F3 = x
2
1x2, so
Df is of dimension 6 with Hilbert function (1, 2, 2, 1), and
F ∩ x0 is three single points
Choosing coordinates we may assume that F3 = x
2
1x2 +x1x
2
2, and again
we get Hilbert function (1, 2, 2, 1) and natural rank 6.
From this we see that a non-singular cubic is of generic natural rank 6,
and only has natural rank 5 at the points corresponding to its inﬂection
tangents. These occur at the points at which the Hessian matrix consisting
of all second partials is singular.
As the second partials are linear, the determinant of the Hessian is a
cubic, so the inﬂections points lie on the intersections of two cubics. Hence
we have the following:
Corollary 5.3.2. A general plane cubic has natural rank 5 in exactly 9 lines.
5.4 d = 4: quartic forms
Theorem 5.4.1. If F is a plane quartic and l some line meeting F in a
quadruple point P , F has natural rank 5, 6 or 7 at l. If P is not a tacnode
of F the natural rank is 7. If it is, the natural rank is 5 or 6.
If F meets l in a triple point and a single point or four single points which
form a harmonic quadruple, F is of natural rank 8 at l. In all other cases F
is of natural rank 9 at l.
Proof. As always, we will without loss of generality assume l = x0, and write
F as F4 + x0F3 + x
2
0F2 + x
3
0F1 + x
4
0F0. When computing the natural rank
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of F at x0, we are looking at the dimension of the space of partials of f , so
we may without loss of generality assume F1, F0 = 0, as their only nontrivial
partials are constants.
Hence we will only be concerned with F3 = a0x
3
1 +a1x
2
1x2 +a2x1x
2
2 +a3x
3
2
and F2 = a4x
2
1 + a5x1x2 + a6x
2
2. We always have Hf ≤ (1, 2, 3, 2, 1), so the
natural rank is at most 9.
F ∩ l is a quadruple point
We may without loss of generality assume F4 = x
4
1. By 1.2.1 we
may then assume a0 = a4 = 0. Then Df contains at least V =
〈f, y1f, y21f, y31f, 1〉, hence is of dimension at least 5. The only other
partials which can contribute are y2f, y
2
2f, y1y2f .
The latter two are of degree (at most) 1, while the former can be
of degree 2, so the natural rank is at most 7. There are two other
possibilities: rank 5 and rank 6.
For the rank to be 5, y2f, y
2
2f, y1y2f must be contained in V . Clearly,
if y2f ∈ V , so are the other two, so the rank is 5 if and only if y2f ∈ V .
Because f, y1f respectively have x
4
1, x
3
1 -terms, y2f ∈ V if and only if
y2f ∈ 〈y21f, y31f, 1〉 = 〈y21f, x1, 1〉.
Now, y2f = a1x
2
1 + 2a2x1x2 + 3a3x
2
2 + a5x1 + 2a6x2, and
y21f = 12x
2
1 +6a0x1 +2a1x2 +2a4. Hence y2f ∈ 〈y21f, x1, 1〉 if and only if
a2 = a3 = 0 and a1x
2
1 + 2a6x2, 12x
2
1 + 2a1x2 are parallel, and the latter
happens if and only if a21 = 12a6.
To summarize, we have shown that the natural rank is 5 if and only if
a2 = a3 = 0, and a
2
1 = 12a6. Next, we ask when the natural rank is 6.
Clearly this happens if and only if x2 ∈ Df , and from our analysis of
the rank 5 case, we end up with the same constraints as before, except
that we now permit a21 6= 12a6.
Hence, when F ∩ l is a quadruple point, the natural rank of F at l is
either 5, 6 or 7. For it to be 6, we must have a2 = a3 = 0, and for it
to be 5, we must additionally have a21 = 12a6. The Hilbert function is
one of the following:
 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) if a2 = a3 = 0 and a
2
1 = 12a6
 (1, 1, 1, 2, 1) if a2 = a3 = 0
 (1, 1, 2, 2, 1) otherwise
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The geometric interpretation of the condition a2 = a3 = 0 is that F
has a tacnode at P . Intuitively, this means that near P , F looks like
the product of two conics with x0 as a common tangent. Similarly, the
condition a21 = 12a6 says something about the relation between these
two conics, but I am unable to ascertain precisely what.
F ∩ l is a triple point and a single point
We may assume F4 = x
3
1x2. Then the Hilbert function is (1, 2, 2, 2, 1),
and the natural rank is 8.
F ∩ l is a pair of double points
We may assume F4 = x
2
1x
2
2. The Hilbert function is then (1, 2, 3, 2, 1),
and the natural rank is 9.
F ∩ l is a double point and two single points
We may assume F4 = x
2
1x2(x1+x2) = x
3
1x2+x
2
1x
2
2. The Hilbert function
is as in the previous case (1, 2, 3, 2, 1), and the natural rank 9.
F ∩ l is four single points
We may assume F4 = x1x2(x1 + x2)(x1 + Ax2) for some A 6= 0, 1, so
F4 = x
3
1x2 + (A + 1)x
2
1x
2
2 + Ax1x
3
2. Then clearly Hf ≥ (1, 2, 2, 2, 1), so
the Hilbert function is either (1, 2, 2, 2, 1) or (1, 2, 3, 2, 1), depending on
how many degree 2 partials F has.
Hence it suﬃces to consider the dimension of the space 〈y21F4, y1y2F4, y22F4〉.
Computing, we have
y21F4 = 6x1x2 + 2(A+ 1)x
2
2
y1y2F4 = 3x
2
1 + 4(A+ 1)x1x2 + 3Ax
2
2
y22F4 = 2(A+ 1)x
2
1 + 6Ax1x2
Thus the Hilbert function is (1, 2, 2, 2, 1) if and only if the determinant
∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 6 2(A+ 1)
3 4(A+ 1) 3A
2(A+ 1) 6A 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = −8(A+ 1)(2A− 1)(A− 2)
is zero, so if and only if A = −1, 2 or 1
2
. The geometric interpretation
of this is that the four points form a harmonic quadruple.
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In passing, we note that if F4 = lalblAlB deﬁnes a harmonic quadruple
in which the points corresponding to la, lb are harmonic conjugates with
respect to lA, lB, the space of second partials of F4 is 〈lalb, lAlB〉.
We see that the natural rank is 8 only when the Hilbert function is
(1, 2, 2, 2, 1). Analogously to the cubic case, this happens when l is an inﬂec-
tion tangent of F , which can be counted in the same way, and we ﬁnd that
a general quartic has 24 inﬂection tangents.
However, unlike the cubic case, here we can have natural rank 8 also when
l ∩ F is four single points. It is then natural to ask for a characterization of
the l for which F has natural rank 8 at l. We ﬁrst point out a corollary.
Corollary 5.4.2. For a binary quartic F = αX4 + 4βX3Y + 6γX2Y 2 +
4δXY 3 + Y 4, the roots of F form a harmonic quadruple if and only if∣∣∣∣∣∣
α β γ
β γ δ
γ δ 
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0
Proof. Let G = F + ZH for some ternary cubic H(X, Y, Z). Then we know
that G has natural rank 8 in the line l = Z if and only if the roots of F are
harmonic, which again is the case if and only if the second derivatives of F
span a space of dimension 2, which is the case if and only if the matrix of
their coeﬃcients has determinant 0, so we are done.
Theorem 5.4.3. For a plane quartic F , the l ∈ (P2)∗ such that F has natural
rank 8 at l form a curve K of degree 6. Dually, for a given l ∈ (P2)∗, the
plane quartics having natural rank 8 at l form a curve of degree 3 in the space
of plane quartics.
Proof. We ﬁrst note that the points on F ∩ l form a harmonic quadruple if
and only if their projections to the line x2 = 0 form a harmonic quadruple.
Therefore, we compute the curve by ﬁrst substituting for x2 in F from the
equation l = 0, giving us a binary quartic. The points of F ∩ l will then
be harmonic if and only if the roots of this binary quartic are harmonic, so
applying the corollary we get the desired curve.
Let F = a0x
4
0 + a1x
3
0x1 + a2x
3
0x2 + a3x
2
0x
2
1 + a4x
2
0x1x2 + a5x
2
0x
2
2 + a6x0x
3
1 +
a7x0x
2
1x2 + a8x0x1x
2
2 + a9x0x
3
2 + a10x
4
1 + a11x
3
1x2 + a12x
2
1x
2
2 + a13x1x
3
2 + a14x
4
2
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and l = −Ax0 + Bx1 + Cx2. Restricting our attention to the aﬃne subset
A = 1 of (P2)∗, we assume A = 1. Then G = A4F (x0 = Bx1 +Cx2) becomes
αx41 + 4βx
3
1x2 + 6γx
2
1x
2
2 + 4δx1x
3
2 + x
4
2, where
α =a0B
4 + a1B
3 + a3B
2 + a6B + a10
β =
1
4
(4a0B
3C + a2B
3 + 3a1B
2C + a4B
2+
2a3BC + a7B + a6C + a11)
γ =
1
6
(6a0B
2C2 + 3a2B
2C + 3a1BC
2+
a5B
2 + 2a4BC + a3C
2 + a8B + a7C + a12)
δ =
1
4
(4a0BC
3 + a1C
3 + 3a2BC
2 + a4C
2+
2a5BC + a9B + a8C + a13)
 =a0C
4 + a2C
3 + a5C
2 + a9C + a14
Finally, computing the determinant and homogenizing with respect to A, we
get a form of degree 6 in A,B,C and of degree 3 in ai. A Macaulay2 text
representation is included in the appendix, where the sign of A has been
changed back to preserve symmetry.
Notes that there are 28 monomials in A,B,C of degree 6, yet only 15
coeﬃcients ai of F . For an unsurprising corollary, then, we do not expect
there to exist a quartic C with the property that almost all lines l intersect
C in a harmonic quadruple by a simple dimension count.
Finally, we compute some examples of K for various quartics.
Example 5.4.4. For the Klein quartic Z(x30x1 + x
3
1x2 + x
3
2x0), K is deﬁned
by AB5 + A5C + BC5 = 5A2B2C2. Note, in particular, that this curve is
irreducible, proving that K is irreducible in general.
Example 5.4.5. For the Fermat quartic Z(x40 + x
4
1 + x
4
2), K is deﬁned by
A2B2C2, demonstrating that K is not always irreducible.
Example 5.4.6. For the plane quartic Z(x0x
3
1+x
2
1x
2
2) of rank 7, K is deﬁned
by 2A6 + 18A3BC2 + 27B2C4.
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Chapter 6
The natural rank of quaternary
forms
In this chapter, we determine when F is of natural rank r at a plane l for
quaternary forms of degrees ≤ 3. We also sketch a start for the similar
problem for quartic surfaces. As with ternary and binary forms, we will see
that the natural rank is low in planes intersecting the surface singularly.
6.1 d = 2: quadratic surfaces
Theorem 6.1.1. For a quadratic surface F and a plane l, the natural rank
of F at l is 3, 4 or 5, depending on whether F meets l in a double line, a
pair of lines or a non-degenerate conic.
Proof. Write F = F2+x0F1+x
2
0F0. Clearly, the Hilbert function is≤ (1, 3, 1).
Hence it is either (1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1) or (1, 3, 1). The ﬁrst case is attained if
and only if F2 = l
2, and the second case if and only if F2 = l1l2.
6.2 d = 3: cubic surfaces
Theorem 6.2.1. If a cubic surface F meets a plane l in a triple line, the
natural rank of F at l is 4 if F is singular along all of F ∩ l, 5 if F has a
single singularity on F ∩ l, and 6 if it has two distinct singularities on F ∩ l.
If F ∩ l is three concurrent lines or a double and a single line, the natural
rank of F at l is 6 if F is singular at the intersection point of the lines, and
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otherwise it is 7.
Otherwise, F is of natural rank 8 at l.
Proof. Write F = F3 + x0F2 + x
2
0F1 + F0, and consider the Hilbert function
of partials of F3. As it is symmetric, it is (1, 3, 3, 1) if and only if F3 is
not annihilated by any linear diﬀerential operator, hence if and only if F3
is actually a binary form. Without loss of generality, we may suppose the
annihilating operator is y3, so that F3 is a form in x1, x2.
As any binary cubic factors into three linear forms, this shows that the
natural rank of F in l is 8 whenever l∩F is not three concurrent lines (some
possibly doubled). Hence it remains to treat the cases in which it is.
F ∩ l is a triple line
Then without loss of generality F3 = x
3
1, and Df ⊇ 〈f, y1f, x1, 1〉 =: V ,
so dimDf ≥ 4, and we have Df = V + 〈y2f, y3f〉. Write F2 = a0x22 +
a1x
2
3 +a2x2x3 +a3x1x3 +a4x1x2 +a5x
2
1. Then y2f = 2a0x2 +a2x3 +a4x1,
and y3f = 2a1x3 +a2x2 +a3x1, so Df = V + 〈y2f, y3f〉 = V + 〈2a0x2 +
a2x3, a2x2 + 2a1x3〉.
Hence dimDf = dimV +dim〈2a0x2+a2x3, a2x2+2a1x3〉 The dimension
of this latter space is 0 if and only if a0 = a1 = a2 = 0, and otherwise
it is 1 if and only if the determinant
∣∣∣∣2a0 a2a2 2a1
∣∣∣∣ = 4a0a1− a22 is zero. If
not, its dimension is 2.
An alternative way of thinking about this is that the only contributions
to Df beyond those from V must come from the terms a0x
2
2 + a1x
2
3 +
a2x2x3 of F2. This will contribute with 0, 1 or 2 partials depending on
whether it is zero, a square or otherwise.
To summarize, if F2 = a0x
2
2 + a1x
2
3 + a2x2x3 + . . ., dimDf is 4, 5 or 6,
if respectively a0 = a1 = a2 = 0, a
2
2 = 4a0a1 or otherwise. To interpret
this condition geometrically, note that the (in general) two zeroes of
a0x
2
2 + a1x
2
3 + a2x2x3 correspond to singularities of F along the line
Z(x0, x1) = F ∩ l. Therefore, the condition a0 = a1 = a2 = 0 means
that the entire line is singular, and the condition a22 = 4a0a1 means
that F has a doubled singularity on F ∩ l.
F ∩ l is double and a single line or three concurrent lines
In this case, F3 = x
2
1x2 or F3 = x
3
1 − x32. In either case, dimDf is 6 or
7, depending solely on whether x3 ∈ Df . This is the case if and only
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if F2 has a x
2
3-term, which is the case if and only if F is nonsingular in
(0 : 0 : 0 : 1), the intersection point of the two lines.
Hence we see that the natural rank is generically 8. Also, we see that for
it to be less than 8, F ∩ l has to be three concurrent lines, some possibly
doubled. The obvious question to ask is then how often this happens.
Theorem 6.2.2. The cubic surfaces F such that there exists some hyperplane
l intersecting F in three concurrent lines form a hypersurface in the space of
cubic surfaces.
In particular, a generic cubic surface is of natural rank 8 everywhere.
Proof. Let l = Ax0 + Bx1 + Cx2 + Dx3, and let G = F (l = 0). The condi-
tion that G is three concurrent lines is equivalent to some linear diﬀerential
operator annihilating G, which is again equivalent to the 6 × 3 matrix of
coeﬃcients of ﬁrst derivatives of G having rank less than 3. This happens
precisely when its 20 3× 3 -minors are zero. (To verify that these are in fact
20 independent equations in general, it suﬃces to ﬁx some particular form.)
As these minors are degree 9 polynomials in A,B,C,D, this means that
we for there to exist some l intersecting F in three concurrent lines, there has
to be a solution A,B,C,D of some system of 20 polynomials equations with
coeﬃcients polynomial in ai. Taking the resultant, we get a single polynomial
in ai which is zero if and only if a solution exist, which deﬁnes the desired
hypersurface.
Next, we turn to the problem of determining simple forms for some of
the surfaces of nongeneral natural rank. In particular, suppose F is a cubic
surface which meets some plane in a triple line. Then the natural rank of F
at l is either 4, 5 or 6. We determine simple forms for all three cases.
Theorem 6.2.3. Up to isomorphism, the only non-degenerate cubic surface
of natural rank 4 in some plane is Cayley's ruled cubic surface, deﬁned by
x31 + x0x1x2 + x
2
0x3
Proof. Let F have natural rank 4 in x0. By our discussion, then,
F = x31 + x0(ax1x2 + bx1x3 + cx
2
1) + x
2
0(dx1 + ex2 + fx3) + gx
3
0
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Next, perform the change of coordinates y2 = ax2 + bx3 + cx1,
y3 = dx1 + ex2 + fx3 + gx0, so that F = x
3
1 + x0x1y2 + x
2
0y3. Because F is
presumed to not be a cone, this must be a valid change of coordinates, so we
are done.
There is, up to isomorphism, a unique non-conical cubic surface Γ which
contains a singular line l, but is not isomorphic to Cayley's ruled surface. Γ
is deﬁned by x20x2 + x
2
1x3 = 0. For a proof, see [6, 9.2.1].
Corollary 6.2.4. Γ is not of natural rank 4 in any plane l.
Proof. We showed that in order to be of natural rank 4 in a plane l, Γ∩l must
be single line along which Γ is singular. The singular line of Γ is Z(x0, x1),
so if l is to contain this, without loss of generality l = x0 + ax1.
However, F ∩ l is then deﬁned by F (l = 0), which is a2x21x2 + x21x3 =
x21(ax2 + x3).Then Γ ∩ l consists of a double and a single line, and as Γ is
singular in their intersection point, Γ is of natural rank 6 in l.
Theorem 6.2.5. Any non-degenerate cubic surface of natural rank 5 in some
plane must be isomorphic to one of
x31 + x0x
2
2 + x
2
0x3,
x31 + x0x
2
2 + x0x
2
1 + x
2
0x3,
x31 + x0x
2
2 + x0x1x3 + x
2
0(ax0 + bx1 + cx2 + dx3)
Proof. Let the plane be x0 = 0. Then F = x
3
1 + x0(x
2
2 + ax1x2 + bx1x3 +
cx21)+x
2
0(dx1 +ex2 +fx3)+gx
3
0. Substituting y2 = x2 +
a
2
x1, we may assume
a = 0. Next, suppose b = 0. Then, letting y3 = dx1 + ex2 + fx3 + gx0, we
get F = x31 + x0x
2
2 + cx0x
2
1 + x
2
0y3.
Hence, if F is not a cone, we get exactly two possibilities: either c = 0,
or we can rescale x0, x2, y3 to get c = 1. This accounts for the ﬁrst two
possibilities. If b 6= 0, we can let y3 = bx3 + cx1 and get F = x31 + x0x22 +
x0x1y3 + x
2
0l, where l ∈ 〈x0, x1, x2, y3〉, which is the third possibility.
Finally, let F be of natural rank 6 in x0. Then, by a change of coordinates,
F = x31 + x0(x
2
2 + x
2
3 + ax1x2 + bx1x3 + cx
2
1) + x
2
0(dx0 + ex1 + fx2 + gx3).
By substitutions x2 → x2 + tx1, x3 → x3 + sx1, we may suppose a = b = 0.
Unless this leaves c = 0 or not, we may rescale to suppose c = 1. Thus F is
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necessarily isomorphic to one of
x31 + x0x
2
1 + x0x
2
2 + x0x
2
3 + x
2
0(ax0 + bx1 + cx2 + dx3),
x31 + x0x
2
2 + x0x
2
3 + x
2
0(ax0 + bx1 + cx2 + dx3)
As shown earlier, these surfaces are all singular. Cayley's ruled cubic is
singular along all of x0, x1, while the others have more benign singularities:
F = x31 + x0x
2
2 + x0x1x3 + x
2
0l is singular only in (0 : 0 : 0 : 1) for a general
l, while x31 + (x0x
2
1) + x0x
2
2 + x0x
2
3 + x
2
0l is singular in both (0 : 0 : 1 : i) and
(0 : 0 : 1 : −i).
6.3 d = 4: quartic surfaces
In this section, we will not obtain a complete classiﬁcation. However, we give
a sketch of how our earlier methods may be applied to treat what remains.
As before, we write F = F4 + x0F3 + x
2
0F2 + x
3
0F1 + x
4
0F0, and without loss
of generality assume F1 = F0 = 0.
Consider the Hilbert function of F4. By symmetry, it is of the form
(1, a, b, a, 1) for a ≤ 3, b ≤ 6. Now, if a = 3, then Df contains all linear
forms, and no linear diﬀerential operator annihilates F4. Hence F3 cannot
contribute to Df , as all its second derivatives are linear, so we may assume
F3 = F2 = 0.
On the other hand, if a < 3, F4 is annihilated by some linear diﬀerential
operator, hence is actually a binary form. Thus all cases may be simpliﬁed
in one of two ways: if a = 3 we may ignore all parts of F but F4, reducing
the problem to determining the Hilbert functions of plane quartics.
Otherwise, F4 is a binary form, leaving us with the following possiblities:
 A quadruple line
 A triple line and a single line
 A pair of double lines
 A double line and two single lines
 Four single lines
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One can then proceed in a manner similar to the previous chapter by choosing
simple forms for F4. Admittedly, this does not make the computations any
prettier.
As to the problem of determining the Hilbert functions of plane quartics,
this is done by Kleppe in [5, Ch. 3]. Letting G := F4, the following is a
summary of his results:
G has Hilbert function (1, 3, 6, 3, 1)
In this case, G is of rank 6, the general rank of a ternary quartic. The
natural rank of F at l is 14.
G has Hilbert function (1, 3, 5, 3, 1)
Now G⊥2 = (D0), where D0 ∈ S2. Hence D0 is either nonsingular, a
double line or a product of two lines. In all cases the natural rank of
F at l is 13.
1. If D0 is nonsingular, G has rank 5.
2. If D0 is a double line, G has rank 7.
3. If D0 is a product of two lines, G either has rank 5 or 6. If G has
rank 6, it is isomorphic to one of the following for some constants
a, b:
 (ax1 + x3)x
3
1 + x
2
2x
2
3 + bx
4
3
 (ax1 + x3)x
3
1 + x
4
2 + (x2 + bx3)x
3
3
 (ax1 + x3)x
3
1 + (bx2 + x3)x
3
2 + x
4
3
G has Hilbert function (1, 3, 4, 3, 1)
In this case, G⊥2 = (D0, D1), and the natural rank is 12. Letting Z :=
Z(D0, D1), we have the following:
1. If Z is zero-dimensional and smooth, i.e. four distinct points, G
is a sum of the fourth powers of the corresponding linear forms,
hence of rank 4.
2. If Z is zero-dimensional, but not smooth, G has rank 6.
3. If Z is a line and a point not on the line, G has rank 4.
4. If Z is a line, G has rank 6.
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G has Hilbert function (1, 3, 3, 3, 1)
G must then be isomorphic to one of the following. F has natural rank
11 at l.
 x41 + x
4
2 + x
4
3, of rank 3
 x1x
3
2 + x
4
3, of rank 5
 x1x
3
2 + x
2
2x
2
3, of rank 7
6.4 Temperature rising
In this section, we state some conjectures about what happens for higher
degrees d. First, we restate some of our results. Let F be a general curve of
degree d. For d = 2, we saw that F was of generic natural rank 4, and of
natural rank 3 at its tangents. For d = 3, we saw that the generic natural
rank was 6, and that the natural rank was 5 only for ﬁnitely many lines.
For d = 4, the generic natural rank was 9, and the natural rank was 8
only for l lying on some curve. This suggests the following conjecture:
Conjecture 6.4.1. Let F be a general curve of degree d, and consider the
natural rank of F at l as a function of l. Letting Gd be its generic value, F
is nowhere of natural rank less than Gd − 1.
Recalling the case of d = 1, we are also tempted to make the following
more speculative conjecture:
Conjecture 6.4.2. When d is even, the set of l such that F is of natural
rank Gd − 1 at l form a curve. When d is odd, this set is ﬁnite.
Note also that the same reasoning (i.e. blind extrapolation) is valid both
for n = 1 and n = 3 as well. For n = 1 this is not saying much as 'curve'
then means precisely the same thing as 'ﬁnite set', but for n = 3 this is less
vacuous. One is then tempted to extend the conjecture somewhat:
Conjecture 6.4.3. Let F be a general polynomial of degree d in n+ 1 vari-
ables. When d is even, the set of l such that F is of natural rank Gd − 1 at
l form a hypersurface. When d is odd, this set is ﬁnite.
For d even, we oﬀer a partial proof of this:
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Proof. Suppose d is even, and let G := F (l = 0). Then the coeﬃcients of
G are polynomials in the coeﬃcients of l. Next, let M be the matrix of
coeﬃcients of all order d
2
partials of G. There are N d
2
:= dimC[x1, . . . , xn] d
2
of these, and they are of degree d
2
, so M is a square N d
2
×N d
2
matrix.
Now, the order d
2
partials of G span the entirety of this space if and only
if this matrix is nonsingular, hence if and only if its determinant is nonzero.
If its determinant is zero, they in general span a space of codimension 1, and
this determinant is a polynomial in the coeﬃcients of l.
By deﬁnition, the dimension of this space is the middle value of the Hilbert
function of G. When one dehomogenizes F in l, then, the degree d part will
be G, and none of the terms of lower degree will get to contribute because
by generality G⊥i is empty for i <
d
2
, and G = Fd is the only term of F whose
order d
2
partials are of degree d
2
.
Hence the Hilbert function of f = F (l = 1) will in general equal that of
G = F (l = 0), showing that the determinant of M deﬁnes the curve of l for
which the natural rank of F at l is one less than the generic.
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Appendix A
Harmonic invariant
-2*a_12^3*A^6+9*a_11*a_12*a_13*A^6-27*a_10*a_13^2*A^6-27*a_11^2
*a_14*A^6+72*a_10*a_12*a_14*A^6-9*a_9*a_11*a_12*A^5*B+6*a_8*a_1
2^2*A^5*B+54*a_9*a_10*a_13*A^5*B-9*a_8*a_11*a_13*A^5*B-9*a_7*a_
12*a_13*A^5*B+27*a_6*a_13^2*A^5*B-72*a_8*a_10*a_14*A^5*B+54*a_7
*a_11*a_14*A^5*B-72*a_6*a_12*a_14*A^5*B-27*a_9^2*a_10*A^4*B^2+9
*a_8*a_9*a_11*A^4*B^2-6*a_8^2*a_12*A^4*B^2+9*a_7*a_9*a_12*A^4*B
^2-6*a_5*a_12^2*A^4*B^2+9*a_7*a_8*a_13*A^4*B^2-54*a_6*a_9*a_13*
A^4*B^2+9*a_5*a_11*a_13*A^4*B^2+9*a_4*a_12*a_13*A^4*B^2-27*a_3*
a_13^2*A^4*B^2-27*a_7^2*a_14*A^4*B^2+72*a_6*a_8*a_14*A^4*B^2+72
*a_5*a_10*a_14*A^4*B^2-54*a_4*a_11*a_14*A^4*B^2+72*a_3*a_12*a_1
4*A^4*B^2+2*a_8^3*A^3*B^3-9*a_7*a_8*a_9*A^3*B^3+27*a_6*a_9^2*A^
3*B^3-9*a_5*a_9*a_11*A^3*B^3+12*a_5*a_8*a_12*A^3*B^3-9*a_4*a_9*
a_12*A^3*B^3-9*a_5*a_7*a_13*A^3*B^3-9*a_4*a_8*a_13*A^3*B^3+54*a
_3*a_9*a_13*A^3*B^3-9*a_2*a_12*a_13*A^3*B^3+27*a_1*a_13^2*A^3*B
^3-72*a_5*a_6*a_14*A^3*B^3+54*a_4*a_7*a_14*A^3*B^3-72*a_3*a_8*a
_14*A^3*B^3+54*a_2*a_11*a_14*A^3*B^3-72*a_1*a_12*a_14*A^3*B^3-6
*a_5*a_8^2*A^2*B^4+9*a_5*a_7*a_9*A^2*B^4+9*a_4*a_8*a_9*A^2*B^4-
27*a_3*a_9^2*A^2*B^4-6*a_5^2*a_12*A^2*B^4+9*a_2*a_9*a_12*A^2*B^
4+9*a_4*a_5*a_13*A^2*B^4+9*a_2*a_8*a_13*A^2*B^4-54*a_1*a_9*a_13
*A^2*B^4-27*a_0*a_13^2*A^2*B^4-27*a_4^2*a_14*A^2*B^4+72*a_3*a_5
*a_14*A^2*B^4-54*a_2*a_7*a_14*A^2*B^4+72*a_1*a_8*a_14*A^2*B^4+7
2*a_0*a_12*a_14*A^2*B^4+6*a_5^2*a_8*A*B^5-9*a_4*a_5*a_9*A*B^5-9
*a_2*a_8*a_9*A*B^5+27*a_1*a_9^2*A*B^5-9*a_2*a_5*a_13*A*B^5+54*a
_0*a_9*a_13*A*B^5+54*a_2*a_4*a_14*A*B^5-72*a_1*a_5*a_14*A*B^5-7
2*a_0*a_8*a_14*A*B^5-2*a_5^3*B^6+9*a_2*a_5*a_9*B^6-27*a_0*a_9^2
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*B^6-27*a_2^2*a_14*B^6+72*a_0*a_5*a_14*B^6+27*a_9*a_11^2*A^5*C-
72*a_9*a_10*a_12*A^5*C-9*a_8*a_11*a_12*A^5*C+6*a_7*a_12^2*A^5*C
+54*a_8*a_10*a_13*A^5*C-9*a_7*a_11*a_13*A^5*C-9*a_6*a_12*a_13*A
^5*C-72*a_7*a_10*a_14*A^5*C+54*a_6*a_11*a_14*A^5*C+18*a_8*a_9*a
_10*A^4*B*C+9*a_8^2*a_11*A^4*B*C-45*a_7*a_9*a_11*A^4*B*C-3*a_7*
a_8*a_12*A^4*B*C+81*a_6*a_9*a_12*A^4*B*C+18*a_5*a_11*a_12*A^4*B
*C-12*a_4*a_12^2*A^4*B*C+9*a_7^2*a_13*A^4*B*C-45*a_6*a_8*a_13*A
^4*B*C-108*a_5*a_10*a_13*A^4*B*C+18*a_4*a_11*a_13*A^4*B*C+18*a_
3*a_12*a_13*A^4*B*C+18*a_6*a_7*a_14*A^4*B*C+144*a_4*a_10*a_14*A
^4*B*C-108*a_3*a_11*a_14*A^4*B*C-3*a_7*a_8^2*A^3*B^2*C+18*a_7^2
*a_9*A^3*B^2*C-27*a_6*a_8*a_9*A^3*B^2*C+36*a_5*a_9*a_10*A^3*B^2
*C-27*a_5*a_8*a_11*A^3*B^2*C+36*a_4*a_9*a_11*A^3*B^2*C-6*a_5*a_
7*a_12*A^3*B^2*C+15*a_4*a_8*a_12*A^3*B^2*C-90*a_3*a_9*a_12*A^3*
B^2*C+18*a_2*a_12^2*A^3*B^2*C+99*a_5*a_6*a_13*A^3*B^2*C-27*a_4*
a_7*a_13*A^3*B^2*C+36*a_3*a_8*a_13*A^3*B^2*C-27*a_2*a_11*a_13*A
^3*B^2*C-27*a_1*a_12*a_13*A^3*B^2*C-90*a_4*a_6*a_14*A^3*B^2*C+3
6*a_3*a_7*a_14*A^3*B^2*C-216*a_2*a_10*a_14*A^3*B^2*C+162*a_1*a_
11*a_14*A^3*B^2*C+15*a_5*a_7*a_8*A^2*B^3*C-3*a_4*a_8^2*A^2*B^3*
C-27*a_5*a_6*a_9*A^2*B^3*C-27*a_4*a_7*a_9*A^2*B^3*C+36*a_3*a_8*
a_9*A^2*B^3*C+18*a_5^2*a_11*A^2*B^3*C-27*a_2*a_9*a_11*A^2*B^3*C
-6*a_4*a_5*a_12*A^2*B^3*C-27*a_2*a_8*a_12*A^2*B^3*C+99*a_1*a_9*
a_12*A^2*B^3*C+18*a_4^2*a_13*A^2*B^3*C-90*a_3*a_5*a_13*A^2*B^3*
C+36*a_2*a_7*a_13*A^2*B^3*C-27*a_1*a_8*a_13*A^2*B^3*C+36*a_0*a_
12*a_13*A^2*B^3*C+36*a_3*a_4*a_14*A^2*B^3*C+162*a_2*a_6*a_14*A^
2*B^3*C-90*a_1*a_7*a_14*A^2*B^3*C-216*a_0*a_11*a_14*A^2*B^3*C-1
2*a_5^2*a_7*A*B^4*C-3*a_4*a_5*a_8*A*B^4*C+9*a_2*a_8^2*A*B^4*C+9
*a_4^2*a_9*A*B^4*C+18*a_3*a_5*a_9*A*B^4*C+18*a_2*a_7*a_9*A*B^4*
C-45*a_1*a_8*a_9*A*B^4*C+18*a_2*a_5*a_12*A*B^4*C-108*a_0*a_9*a_
12*A*B^4*C-45*a_2*a_4*a_13*A*B^4*C+81*a_1*a_5*a_13*A*B^4*C+18*a
_0*a_8*a_13*A*B^4*C-108*a_2*a_3*a_14*A*B^4*C+18*a_1*a_4*a_14*A*
B^4*C+144*a_0*a_7*a_14*A*B^4*C+6*a_4*a_5^2*B^5*C-9*a_2*a_5*a_8*
B^5*C-9*a_2*a_4*a_9*B^5*C-9*a_1*a_5*a_9*B^5*C+54*a_0*a_8*a_9*B^
5*C+27*a_2^2*a_13*B^5*C-72*a_0*a_5*a_13*B^5*C+54*a_1*a_2*a_14*B
^5*C-72*a_0*a_4*a_14*B^5*C-27*a_8^2*a_10*A^4*C^2+72*a_7*a_9*a_1
0*A^4*C^2+9*a_7*a_8*a_11*A^4*C^2-54*a_6*a_9*a_11*A^4*C^2-27*a_5
*a_11^2*A^4*C^2-6*a_7^2*a_12*A^4*C^2+9*a_6*a_8*a_12*A^4*C^2+72*
a_5*a_10*a_12*A^4*C^2+9*a_4*a_11*a_12*A^4*C^2-6*a_3*a_12^2*A^4*
C^2+9*a_6*a_7*a_13*A^4*C^2-54*a_4*a_10*a_13*A^4*C^2+9*a_3*a_11*
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a_13*A^4*C^2-27*a_6^2*a_14*A^4*C^2+72*a_3*a_10*a_14*A^4*C^2-3*a
_7^2*a_8*A^3*B*C^2+18*a_6*a_8^2*A^3*B*C^2-27*a_6*a_7*a_9*A^3*B*
C^2+36*a_5*a_8*a_10*A^3*B*C^2-90*a_4*a_9*a_10*A^3*B*C^2+36*a_5*
a_7*a_11*A^3*B*C^2-27*a_4*a_8*a_11*A^3*B*C^2+99*a_3*a_9*a_11*A^
3*B*C^2-90*a_5*a_6*a_12*A^3*B*C^2+15*a_4*a_7*a_12*A^3*B*C^2-6*a
_3*a_8*a_12*A^3*B*C^2-27*a_2*a_11*a_12*A^3*B*C^2+18*a_1*a_12^2*
A^3*B*C^2+36*a_4*a_6*a_13*A^3*B*C^2-27*a_3*a_7*a_13*A^3*B*C^2+1
62*a_2*a_10*a_13*A^3*B*C^2-27*a_1*a_11*a_13*A^3*B*C^2+36*a_3*a_
6*a_14*A^3*B*C^2-216*a_1*a_10*a_14*A^3*B*C^2-15*a_5*a_7^2*A^2*B
^2*C^2-9*a_5*a_6*a_8*A^2*B^2*C^2+12*a_4*a_7*a_8*A^2*B^2*C^2-15*
a_3*a_8^2*A^2*B^2*C^2+54*a_4*a_6*a_9*A^2*B^2*C^2-9*a_3*a_7*a_9*
A^2*B^2*C^2-36*a_5^2*a_10*A^2*B^2*C^2+54*a_2*a_9*a_10*A^2*B^2*C
^2-9*a_4*a_5*a_11*A^2*B^2*C^2+54*a_2*a_8*a_11*A^2*B^2*C^2-135*a
_1*a_9*a_11*A^2*B^2*C^2-15*a_4^2*a_12*A^2*B^2*C^2+96*a_3*a_5*a_
12*A^2*B^2*C^2-9*a_2*a_7*a_12*A^2*B^2*C^2-9*a_1*a_8*a_12*A^2*B^
2*C^2-36*a_0*a_12^2*A^2*B^2*C^2-9*a_3*a_4*a_13*A^2*B^2*C^2-135*
a_2*a_6*a_13*A^2*B^2*C^2+54*a_1*a_7*a_13*A^2*B^2*C^2+54*a_0*a_1
1*a_13*A^2*B^2*C^2-36*a_3^2*a_14*A^2*B^2*C^2+54*a_1*a_6*a_14*A^
2*B^2*C^2+432*a_0*a_10*a_14*A^2*B^2*C^2+18*a_5^2*a_6*A*B^3*C^2+
15*a_4*a_5*a_7*A*B^3*C^2-3*a_4^2*a_8*A*B^3*C^2-6*a_3*a_5*a_8*A*
B^3*C^2-27*a_2*a_7*a_8*A*B^3*C^2+18*a_1*a_8^2*A*B^3*C^2-27*a_3*
a_4*a_9*A*B^3*C^2-27*a_2*a_6*a_9*A*B^3*C^2+36*a_1*a_7*a_9*A*B^3
*C^2-27*a_2*a_5*a_11*A*B^3*C^2+162*a_0*a_9*a_11*A*B^3*C^2+36*a_
2*a_4*a_12*A*B^3*C^2-90*a_1*a_5*a_12*A*B^3*C^2+36*a_0*a_8*a_12*
A*B^3*C^2+99*a_2*a_3*a_13*A*B^3*C^2-27*a_1*a_4*a_13*A*B^3*C^2-9
0*a_0*a_7*a_13*A*B^3*C^2+36*a_1*a_3*a_14*A*B^3*C^2-216*a_0*a_6*
a_14*A*B^3*C^2-6*a_4^2*a_5*B^4*C^2-6*a_3*a_5^2*B^4*C^2+9*a_2*a_
5*a_7*B^4*C^2+9*a_2*a_4*a_8*B^4*C^2+9*a_1*a_5*a_8*B^4*C^2-27*a_
0*a_8^2*B^4*C^2+9*a_2*a_3*a_9*B^4*C^2+9*a_1*a_4*a_9*B^4*C^2-54*
a_0*a_7*a_9*B^4*C^2-27*a_2^2*a_12*B^4*C^2+72*a_0*a_5*a_12*B^4*C
^2-54*a_1*a_2*a_13*B^4*C^2+72*a_0*a_4*a_13*B^4*C^2-27*a_1^2*a_1
4*B^4*C^2+72*a_0*a_3*a_14*B^4*C^2+2*a_7^3*A^3*C^3-9*a_6*a_7*a_8
*A^3*C^3+27*a_6^2*a_9*A^3*C^3-72*a_5*a_7*a_10*A^3*C^3+54*a_4*a_
8*a_10*A^3*C^3-72*a_3*a_9*a_10*A^3*C^3+54*a_5*a_6*a_11*A^3*C^3-
9*a_4*a_7*a_11*A^3*C^3-9*a_3*a_8*a_11*A^3*C^3+27*a_2*a_11^2*A^3
*C^3-9*a_4*a_6*a_12*A^3*C^3+12*a_3*a_7*a_12*A^3*C^3-72*a_2*a_10
*a_12*A^3*C^3-9*a_1*a_11*a_12*A^3*C^3-9*a_3*a_6*a_13*A^3*C^3+54
*a_1*a_10*a_13*A^3*C^3+36*a_5*a_6*a_7*A^2*B*C^3-3*a_4*a_7^2*A^2
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*B*C^3-27*a_4*a_6*a_8*A^2*B*C^3+15*a_3*a_7*a_8*A^2*B*C^3-27*a_3
*a_6*a_9*A^2*B*C^3+36*a_4*a_5*a_10*A^2*B*C^3-90*a_2*a_8*a_10*A^
2*B*C^3+162*a_1*a_9*a_10*A^2*B*C^3+18*a_4^2*a_11*A^2*B*C^3-90*a
_3*a_5*a_11*A^2*B*C^3-27*a_2*a_7*a_11*A^2*B*C^3+36*a_1*a_8*a_11
*A^2*B*C^3-6*a_3*a_4*a_12*A^2*B*C^3+99*a_2*a_6*a_12*A^2*B*C^3-2
7*a_1*a_7*a_12*A^2*B*C^3+36*a_0*a_11*a_12*A^2*B*C^3+18*a_3^2*a_
13*A^2*B*C^3-27*a_1*a_6*a_13*A^2*B*C^3-216*a_0*a_10*a_13*A^2*B*
C^3-27*a_4*a_5*a_6*A*B^2*C^3-3*a_4^2*a_7*A*B^2*C^3-6*a_3*a_5*a_
7*A*B^2*C^3+18*a_2*a_7^2*A*B^2*C^3+15*a_3*a_4*a_8*A*B^2*C^3+36*
a_2*a_6*a_8*A*B^2*C^3-27*a_1*a_7*a_8*A*B^2*C^3+18*a_3^2*a_9*A*B
^2*C^3-27*a_1*a_6*a_9*A*B^2*C^3+36*a_2*a_5*a_10*A*B^2*C^3-216*a
_0*a_9*a_10*A*B^2*C^3-27*a_2*a_4*a_11*A*B^2*C^3+99*a_1*a_5*a_11
*A*B^2*C^3-90*a_0*a_8*a_11*A*B^2*C^3-90*a_2*a_3*a_12*A*B^2*C^3+
36*a_1*a_4*a_12*A*B^2*C^3+36*a_0*a_7*a_12*A*B^2*C^3-27*a_1*a_3*
a_13*A*B^2*C^3+162*a_0*a_6*a_13*A*B^2*C^3+2*a_4^3*B^3*C^3+12*a_
3*a_4*a_5*B^3*C^3-9*a_2*a_5*a_6*B^3*C^3-9*a_2*a_4*a_7*B^3*C^3-9
*a_1*a_5*a_7*B^3*C^3-9*a_2*a_3*a_8*B^3*C^3-9*a_1*a_4*a_8*B^3*C^
3+54*a_0*a_7*a_8*B^3*C^3-9*a_1*a_3*a_9*B^3*C^3+54*a_0*a_6*a_9*B
^3*C^3+27*a_2^2*a_11*B^3*C^3-72*a_0*a_5*a_11*B^3*C^3+54*a_1*a_2
*a_12*B^3*C^3-72*a_0*a_4*a_12*B^3*C^3+27*a_1^2*a_13*B^3*C^3-72*
a_0*a_3*a_13*B^3*C^3-27*a_5*a_6^2*A^2*C^4+9*a_4*a_6*a_7*A^2*C^4
-6*a_3*a_7^2*A^2*C^4+9*a_3*a_6*a_8*A^2*C^4-27*a_4^2*a_10*A^2*C^
4+72*a_3*a_5*a_10*A^2*C^4+72*a_2*a_7*a_10*A^2*C^4-54*a_1*a_8*a_
10*A^2*C^4+9*a_3*a_4*a_11*A^2*C^4-54*a_2*a_6*a_11*A^2*C^4+9*a_1
*a_7*a_11*A^2*C^4-27*a_0*a_11^2*A^2*C^4-6*a_3^2*a_12*A^2*C^4+9*
a_1*a_6*a_12*A^2*C^4+72*a_0*a_10*a_12*A^2*C^4+9*a_4^2*a_6*A*B*C
^4+18*a_3*a_5*a_6*A*B*C^4-3*a_3*a_4*a_7*A*B*C^4-45*a_2*a_6*a_7*
A*B*C^4+9*a_1*a_7^2*A*B*C^4-12*a_3^2*a_8*A*B*C^4+18*a_1*a_6*a_8
*A*B*C^4+18*a_2*a_4*a_10*A*B*C^4-108*a_1*a_5*a_10*A*B*C^4+144*a
_0*a_8*a_10*A*B*C^4+81*a_2*a_3*a_11*A*B*C^4-45*a_1*a_4*a_11*A*B
*C^4+18*a_0*a_7*a_11*A*B*C^4+18*a_1*a_3*a_12*A*B*C^4-108*a_0*a_
6*a_12*A*B*C^4-6*a_3*a_4^2*B^2*C^4-6*a_3^2*a_5*B^2*C^4+9*a_2*a_
4*a_6*B^2*C^4+9*a_1*a_5*a_6*B^2*C^4+9*a_2*a_3*a_7*B^2*C^4+9*a_1
*a_4*a_7*B^2*C^4-27*a_0*a_7^2*B^2*C^4+9*a_1*a_3*a_8*B^2*C^4-54*
a_0*a_6*a_8*B^2*C^4-27*a_2^2*a_10*B^2*C^4+72*a_0*a_5*a_10*B^2*C
^4-54*a_1*a_2*a_11*B^2*C^4+72*a_0*a_4*a_11*B^2*C^4-27*a_1^2*a_1
2*B^2*C^4+72*a_0*a_3*a_12*B^2*C^4-9*a_3*a_4*a_6*A*C^5+27*a_2*a_
6^2*A*C^5+6*a_3^2*a_7*A*C^5-9*a_1*a_6*a_7*A*C^5-72*a_2*a_3*a_10
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*A*C^5+54*a_1*a_4*a_10*A*C^5-72*a_0*a_7*a_10*A*C^5-9*a_1*a_3*a_
11*A*C^5+54*a_0*a_6*a_11*A*C^5+6*a_3^2*a_4*B*C^5-9*a_2*a_3*a_6*
B*C^5-9*a_1*a_4*a_6*B*C^5-9*a_1*a_3*a_7*B*C^5+54*a_0*a_6*a_7*B*
C^5+54*a_1*a_2*a_10*B*C^5-72*a_0*a_4*a_10*B*C^5+27*a_1^2*a_11*B
*C^5-72*a_0*a_3*a_11*B*C^5-2*a_3^3*C^6+9*a_1*a_3*a_6*C^6-27*a_0
*a_6^2*C^6-27*a_1^2*a_10*C^6+72*a_0*a_3*a_10*C^6
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Appendix B
Code
n := 2;
D := 3;
N := binomial(D+n, n)-1;
L = for i to N list 0;
coeffRing := CC[a_0..a_N, Degrees => L];
AA := coeffRing[x_0..x_n];
fullBasis = sub(basis(D, AA), {x_0 => 1});
genPoly = () -> (
--//returns a generic polynomial
mons = basis(D, AA);
F = 0;
for i to N do (F = F + a_i*mons_i_0);
F);
polyToVec = (f) -> (
-- // computes the vector of coefficients of F
cofs = coefficients(f, Monomials => fullBasis);
flatten entries cofs_1);
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naturalEqs = (F, r) -> (
-- //computes conditions for a degree D form to have
-- //local rank less than r in {x_0=0}
-- //often, taking the radical of the output makes
-- //it significantly easier to work with
f = sub(F, {x_0 => 1});
partials = {};
for ord to D do (
ops = flatten entries basis(ord, AA);
for op in ops do (
prt = diff(op, f);
if(prt != 0) then partials = partials | {prt}));
partMat = matrix(for prt in partials list polyToVec(prt));
trim minors(r, partMat));
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